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I believe that to be most fully successful and rewarding, a work of art 

must stinrulate the viewer ' s imagination and challenge him to investi

gate. It must be able to suggest that there is 1r..ore- to the work than 

may he innnediately apparant through cursory visual examination (if 

that , indeed , is t.h.e case) , and provide the viewer with enough infor

mation to be able to at least a.ttempt to discover the more subtle work

ings of the piece. This can be accomplished through provocative use of 

materials , forms , titles , and installation in aey arid all combinations. 

In the most ideal of s:.i.tuations , the vieuor will be enticed to draw 

from his 01m background am experience to arrive at a conclusion which 

very closely resembles the artist ' s intent. 

In Soliloquies I have presented an environment composed of a suite of 

three major works using latex rubber as the pri-rnary material. As the 

title implies, these works are veriJ personal arrl , in fact , are largely 

autobiographical. Th0y represent nzy- reactions to an extreme.J.y diffi

cult and emotional1y painful period earlier in nw life with which I 

have onJy recently been able to deal objectively. 

lvzy- work in latex rubber began about a year am a half ago arrl was an 

outgrowt.h. of earlier tension- balance structures of fabric and wood. The 

technique I have developed over this time is well suited to various 

diverse aspects of 17tr personali-cy arrl, in fact , the results simultan

eousJ.y. reflect quite accu.rateJ.y iThat I had long thought to be irrecon

silable opposing traits -- obsessive, n1eticulous compulsion am light

hearted, unbounded resilience. Lc9iyers of liquid latex rubber are 

painted onto a flat surface and rubber bands , ropes , am other materials 

are embedded in the resulting rubber sheet to form regular geometric 

patterns. When this process is complete , the sheet is removed from the 



preparation surface , allowing t..11.e rubb(3r banis to contract, causing the 

sheet t o b ecor,1e more irregular ani extremely ore;anic . The rU:bbe1" is 

t hen treated wi t h a liquid which slows the natural deterioration pro

cess while producing a glossy, tactile surface. The resulting forms 

present a juxtaposition of opposing tensions : an externally applied 

stretching tension and an internal contractine tension. They are sub

ject to a wide variety of interpretation, but almost without exception 

t hese interpretations center arouni human (especially visceral, sex

ual ) themes. Most observers find the pieces t o be simultaneous]y at

tractive ani repulsive , an approach- avoidance reaction resembling the 

human fascination with the obscene or distasteful. 

The multiple or modular existanc e of the forms tenis to deemphasize the 

i mportance of in::lividual elements while intensifying the emotional re

sponse to the types of forms presented. Repetition of form also ex

ten::ls the possibilities for visual an::l conceptual association. 

The physical layout of t he installation was careful]y designed to lead 

the viewer through the space. On entering the exhibition hall one sees 

parts of several pieces simultaneous]y -- looking through one piece to 

see the others - - ani is dravm to the center of the space to see all 

t hree pieces before an iniividual examination can begin. 'firn of the 

pieces are hung avray from the wall , creating the sense of an enclosure 

which is sometimes inviting, sometimes repellant. Despite the great 

number of objects in the space, a sense of sparseness am sterility is 

maintained. The pieces are monochromatic arrl almost two-dimensional 

am are hung so that almost nothing actually touches the walls arrl 

floor . This , along with the intense but contained lighting on the large, 

white expanses of the walls , terrls to decy- acy- sense of volume, pro-



ducing a feeling of emptiness . 

The lighting was calculated to produce strong arrl varied shadat,s w•hich, 

while adding to the starkness of the space and the unsettling associa

tions of the pieces, enhances the realization of various qualities of 

the materials (such as translucence) . I consider light arrl shadow to 

be equally as important as the latex as a material. The pieces are 

grossly incomplete without proper lighting. 

The three pieces which comprise the installation, Soliloquies , work to

gether to create an atmosphere which is simultaneously inviting arrl in

triguing while unsettling arrl somber. I suspect that they could be ap

proached on a purely for:ma.l or material l evel, but I feel that suffi

cient enticement has been offered to ca.use a viewer to immerse himself 

in the very personal arrl emotional aspects of the work , which will hope

fully greatly enhance the appreciation an:l satisfaction of the experi-

ence. 
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Solil~ui9.~ 

three installation 

views 

S_oliloguies 

hanging piece 

four views 

( three detaiJs) 

Soliloquies 

wall piece 

two views 

( one detail ) 

Solil99.ll;ies 

floor pi ec e 

three views 

( two details ) 
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